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WINKY LUX is an NYC based color cosmetics 
brand that strives to delight you with new trends, 

innovative packaging, and luxurious ingredients. 
Our cruelty-free, high pigment products are 

designed to give you all the feels while providing 
real results. We bring you beauty and luxury for a 
price that’s nice.       We make #makeupmagic!  

Best Selling Color  Changing Lips 

Best-selling scented lip stain 
applies clear then reacts with your 
skin’s natural pH levels and body 
temperature to create a unique 
and perfect punchy shade of pink 
just for you. Contains a real mini 
chrysanthemum grown in Brazil. 
Available in 5 flower shades, that 
do not affect the color on the lips.

Flower Balm
Gold on gold on gold; 
the weighty package 
opens to reveal a 
sparkling balm leaving 
the perfect-for-you pink 
stain with a subtle hint 
of gold.  Coconut 
scented and infused 
with natural vanilla. 

24kt Glimmer Balm

Glimmer Balm Disco Gloss
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This treatment made with real green tea 
powder and food-grade vanilla, this 
everyday nourishing balm softens, repairs, 
and protects your pretty pout.  Features 
coconut and avocado oils for ultimate 
hydration and vitamin C and caffeine for 
healthy rejuvenation and goes on clear!

Matcha Lip Treatment

Itsy bitsy mini lip pills that are perfect for 
travel or trying the best-selling shades:  
Meow, Pippy, City, Royal, & Heart! 
Each lip pill contains enough product 
for 9—14 applications.  

Mini Lip Pill Kit

Like 8 hours of sleep in a tube, awaken 
tired eyes with this creamy, stay-put, 
non-creasing concealer that corrects 
with full coverage, 24-7.  Perfect for 
under the eye or anywhere that needs 
a spot of natural coverage. Use your 
fingers to apply a seed-sized amount.  

Peeper Perfect

There’s a new gloss in town!  
Packed with cosmic glitter 
that’s always pretty, never 
gritty. Transforms to the 
perfect-for-you pink!

Watermelon Balm
This yummy watermelon scented 
lip balm is a fun and fresh take 
on the summertime treat we all 
love to eat!  It applies clear then 
reacts with your skin's natural pH 
levels and body temperature to 
create your unique and perfect 
for you punchy pink.

Plushy shadows that are micro-milled to 
create a texture that’s as soft as a 
kitten.  Inspired by velvety feels, these 
ultra soft shadows glide on like a dream.  
9 highly pigmented shadows in 4 
finishes: holographic, matte, satin, 
and glitter.  

Kitten Palette

Not your basic lash lengthener. 
So Extra, this velvety mascara brings 
all the boys to the yard. 
WARNING
94% Saw extreme lengthening
95% Saw visible lift
96% Experienced Zero Flaking  

So Extra Mascara

NEW

Create your perfect shade of 
pink with a touch of galactic 
glimmer. Coconut scented in 
an updated pink and silver 
lip pill.  This product is 
famously nicknamed the 
“unicorn” balm.

Uni-Brow Universal 
Eyebrow Pencil 
Simplify your brow game with this 2-step 
pencil that works on 95% of brow shades. 
The firm texture gives maximum control so 
anyone can be a brow boss.  Fill in sparse 
areas with the universal pencil then brush 
through brows with the custom spoolie tip.  

Smitten Palette 
Be a smitten kitten with this six-shade shadow palette.  
These highly-pigmented eyeshadows in intense shimmers 
and mattes take you from sweet to sexy in minutes. 

Cashmere Kitten Palette
Highly-pigmented and oh so plushy, this palette features 
cashmere hued versions of our micro-milled shadows that 
have a velvet feel and application. Purrrfection in a palette.

Coffee Palette
Perk up princess!  Our Coffee Palette features every neutral 
shade you’ll ever need.  Nine shades in matte, satin and 
shimmer finishes that will take you from your morning cup of 
joe to your after-dinner espresso.

Mermaid Kitten Palette
Mermaids have kittens too!  These ultra-soft micro-milled 
shadows come in nine siren themed shades.  Matte, satin, and 
shimmer finishes can create dozens of looks from seashell 
subdued to deep water dramatic.  

We believe you should love your #shelfie! With 
packaging that is s’cute, you’ll want to put 

your Winky Lux products on the shelf, 
snap a pic and post it!
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More  Lippies  You'll  Love

Ultra long-wearing matte lipstick delivers intense pigment 
with a delectably lightweight moussey texture.  Infused 
with a natural vanilla for the ultimate lip experience, this 
lipstick is packed and suspended with pigments to give lips 
a cushiony, plush feel.  Available in 20 shades.  Squad 
faves: PIPPY, NAKED DRESS, BUNNY, MEOW, HEART, BOUGIE

Lip Velour Matte Lipstick

It’s a lip treatment; it’s a lipstick; it’s both! Featuring a 
hydrating shea butter-based formula that delivers a 
smooth, demi-sheer color, and ultra-hydrated pout.  
Squad faves: BUTTERSCOTCH, CRÈME, SMOOTHIE

Creamy Dreamies

Steal My Heart Lipstick Pills 
Wear your heart on your lips! This duo-core semi-sheer 
balm creates a punchy pout. Designed to be very 
giftable, give lippie love to your friend, or better yet, 
yourself! Three shades that will make your heart smile!  

Waterproof liquid lipstick is whipped with real vanilla and 
avocado oil creating a lightweight, whipped texture.  

Double Matte Whip Liquid Lipstick 

High shine gloss that’s never sticky or tacky.  Infused with 
food-grade vanilla and Vitamin E to moisturize and replenish 
lips for a smooth, comfortable, and nourishing wear that 
can be worn alone or as a topper. Squad faves: TRUFFLE, 
BIRTHDAY CAKE, UNICORN TEARS

Glossy Boss 

Super sheer like icing for your lips, donut-inspired glaze gloss 
leaves behind a shimmer that’s never sticky. Featuring 
coconut and jojoba oils for a softer pout. Wear alone or 
layer over your favorite lipstick to create new shades and 
shine. Squad Faves: SUGAR GLAZE, COFFEE GLAZE 

Glazed Lips

One swipe and you feel the tingle. Cayenne pepper extract 
and Vitamin E hydrate, increase circulation and stimulate 
blood flow.  No needles needed! The end result is a glazed 
plumped out with a glossy finish.
 

Pucker Up Lip Plumper

Face

A lightweight gel moisturizer that doubles as a sleep 
mask. Features hyaluronic acid, a water-loving molecule, 
for ultimate hydration and salicylic acid to tame 
breakouts.  This cooling gel gently hydrates and soothes 
for all skin types.  

Dream Gelee 

Blur pores and prolong makeup wear with this fluffy puffy 
primer that glides onto skin with a moussey formula that 
feels as light as a cloud.  The soft-focus blurring technology 
reduces the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. Wear 
alone or under foundation for a flawless look and feel. 

Whipped Cream Primer  

Pamper, protect and refresh skin with this calming 
tea-infused tinted moisturizer.  White tea and pomegranate 
extract help protect skin while Vitamins A&E nourish.  The 
lightweight formula provides a sheer hint of color and 
protection from UV rays with broad spectrum SPF 30.  

White Tea Tinted Veil  

No filter necessary with this lightweight, buildable 
complexion powder.  Finely crushed genuine diamonds 
illuminate skin while imperfections are blurred and diffused. 
Skin is left with a soft-focus effect and shine-free finish.  

Diamond Powder   

Hello Halo!  Cast a touch of luminescence over you with 
these light refracting, soft-focus powder highlighters 
inspired by the twinkle of jewels. Squad fave: CHARM  

Powder Lights

Bring the spotlight with you with this high impact Strobing 
Balm.  The ultra-smooth cream melts into the skin, leaving 
you radiantly glowing for a high impact illumination. 
Squad fave: BUBBLES  

Strobing Balm

This yummy coffee-scented bronzer is buildable from a 
warm glow to a deep bronze, doubling as a contour 
powder.  A single swipe leaves behind a sun-kissed glow 
and defines the face.  Available in 2 shades, latte and 
mocha, that will wake up your makeup!  

Coffee Bronzer


